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require the holders of the authorities to prospect, permits, 
and leases in question to prepare and submit to him a 
scheme for testing or developing, or testing and developing 
the structure or deposit as one unit.

Such notice shall specify the lands in respect of 
which and the time within which the Minister requires 
the scheme to be furnished to him.

If a scheme satisfactory to the Minister is not 
furnished to him within the time specified by him (or 
within such extension of that time as he may grant), 
the Minister may cause a scheme to be prepared and 
particulars thereof to be furnished to all holders of 
authorities to prospect, permits, and leases affected 
thereby, and thereupon and thereafter every such holder 
shall be bound by such scheme and shall do and take all 
such things and steps are as thereby required to be done 
and taken by him.

(5.) Regulations, including regulations prescribing 
the form of agreement, may be made for the purpose 
of carrying out the objects of this section.

OATHS.

An Act to Amend "The Oaths Acts, 1867 to 1924," in 
a certain particular.

[Assented to 25th March, 1959.]

BE it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Legis

lative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, 
and by the authority of the same, as follows:—

1. (1.) This Act may be cited as “ The Oaths 
Acts Amendment Act of 1959.”

(2.) *“ The Oaths Acts, 1867 to 1924,” are in this 
Act referred to as the Principal Act.

(3.) The Principal Act and this Act may be 
collectively cited as “ The Oaths Acts, 1867 to 1959.”

* 31 V. No. 12 and amending Acts.
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2. Section three of the Principal Act is amended 
by the addition thereto of the following paragraph:—

“ District Court Judges and members of the 
Industrial Court and the Land Court appointed after 
the passing of *“ The Oaths Acts Amendment Act of 
1959 ” shall take the oath of allegiance and also the 
oath of office hereinbefore mentioned with the necessary 
adaptations.”

* This Act.

OFFENDERS PROBATION AND PAROLE.
See Prisons.

PARLIAMENTARY CONTRIBUTORY SUPER
ANNUATION FUND.

See Constitution.
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